No Other Option? More Police Brutality
"Put those damn weapons down! I'm not going to tell you again, godammit. Get
those goddamn weapons down...!!!. Anytime we have policemen pointing weapons
at American citizens, they need to go through re-trainings" (General Russell Honore'
Commander: Joint Trade Task Force: Katrina)
"First Law: A robot may not injure a human being or through inaction allow a human
being to come to harm. Second Law: A robot must obey orders given it by human
beings except when such orders would conflict with the First Law. (Laws of Robotics:
Isaac Asimov, 1942)
"We saw no other option but to use our bomb robot". (Dallas Police Chief, David
Brown)
"The insanity begins at the top...." (Robert C. Koehler)

How long now before our fellow Americans finally wake up and realize that many of
us who grew up in a supposedly democratic republic, now find ourselves living within
a heavily militarized police state, committed to an imperialist agenda for global
domination? Our new, post 9/11 reality, supposedly socially engineered for our safety
and protection, requires an ongoing, 24/7 agenda of pervasive, intrusive
surveillance; with privacy now relegated to the past. Have these nefarious measures,
moved into place by media-assisted oligarchs, served to reduce fear and violence ...
or are they agents in service of a larger agenda leading to total lockdown and
repression?

Legal experts have expressed serious concerns following the events of July 7th
during a non-violent, "Black Lives Matter" protest, involving Dallas police response to
what was described as shooting deaths of five officers, and wounding of 7 others,
after which a suspect was annihilated by a "killer robot". This military tactical device
might be more accurately described as a remotely controlled tractor, formerly used to
deliver pizza. As the story goes, despite all of the high-minded ethical attention and
debates about Artificial Intelligence, this decision to blow up an American citizen,
already cornered and pinned down, was improvised, on the spot, in less than 20
minutes with a hastily refurbished, Northrup Grumman model F5, in order to deliver a
lethal pound of C-4 explosives. (Nicholas West: ac#vistpost.com, July 2016).
As a result, the suspect, Micah Xavier Johnson, age 25, summarily denied both trial
and due process, was dissolved into a spray of crimson mist by an unprecedented
use of this semi-autonomous killing device. Hastily given the tabloid style moniker
"Micah X", in order to link him to Black activist Malcolm X, while labeled "disgruntled
military veteran" (he served as a carpenter in Afghanistan); the media meta-message
was that we should not be overly concerned that police personnel felt fully entitled to
serve as judge, jury and executioner; the bad guy deserved it. Never mind that there
was only some potentially dubious, grainy video footage along with no direct
evidence that Johnson actually was the shooter. Dallas Police Chief, David Brown
sought justification for this extra-judicial killing, by issuing a statement claiming that,
after hours of failed negotiations, as a last resort, in order to save the lives of officers
and other citizens, we saw "no other option" but to employ our bomb robot.
Really? Why not tear gas, a stun grenade, or waiting until their suspect ran out of
water or fell asleep? And, how is it that one disturbed individual with a semiautomatic rifle designed in 1943 can hold off an entire, highly trained urban police
unit? (Knifemare 69: Ralph Sinamon). For the awake and aware, it seems clear that
there is more going on with this high profile story than a lack of imagination within the
Dallas police force, now claiming a need for expensive lethal robot devices and other
military style tactical weapons, "in order to save lives". (Or-Well) (ClaireBernish:
ac#vistpost.com: July13, 2016).

These remote controlled, extra-judicial, mass and "accidental wedding party" aerial
strike killings, have been going on for quite awhile now in seven countries; as an

integral part of our "terrorism against Arab, Muslims and other non-Christians. So
now, in Dallas and other high profile media events, the reality of the human horror
and ongoing atrocities carried out by these infernal, remotely controlled robotic and
drone killing-machines, is now becoming very real as it is increasingly unleashed
upon our own citizens. As a result, our "officers of the peace" are distancing from
any genuine human interaction with nation-wide and local citizenry.
Our blatantly imperialist, inhumane policies, are not without long term consequences
and other repercussions for us as well as for countless others. Even our blind-loyal,
patriotic, drone-pilot, joy stick operators, supposedly secure within their air
conditioned, cube farm locations, are suffering from trauma. And, given my doubts as
to motivations to deploy this hastily outfitted, remotely controlled "killer robot" bomb
tossing tractor- thing, and in light of growing suspicions about an increasing
frequency of fear based, staged-events, orchestrated to further the interests of our
Deep Security State, I decided to check online with Jay Dyer and other media
analysts over at 21st Century Wire.
Dismiss the following, if you will and also if you would just rather not know anything
at all about what might really be going on. And still, for the rest of us who have not as
yet given up, much remains to be seriously considered in regard to that Dallas
shooter event. As Jay Dyer pointed out, the date of 7/7 resonates with the dubious
7/7 London bombings implicating Muslim terrorists, which also took place on the
exact date and exact places designated by scheduled drills. (Also true of 9/11, Sandy
Hook, Boston, Paris, Brussels Nice, San Bernadino, Orlando, Dallas and other
terror-related events). In keeping with this pattern, there were reports of a mass
shooter drill held 40 miles north of Dallas just eight days prior to the July 7th attack.
This business of drills happening on or near staged event locations, seriously
mandates ongoing and close attention. In regard to the 7/7 Dallas events, alternative
media sleuths in addition to noting the 7/7date ... also noted that Dallas was the
location for filming the futuristic Robocop (1986/87) action film, which could be
viewed as an excursion into some long term predictive programming.
In this Robocop film narrative, we are introduced to a futuristic, violent, consumerdriven society ruled over by a huge, trans-national corporation. And so, this film set
within some near-now time frame, features a police officer, murdered by criminals,

subsequently revived as a super-human cyborg, the law-enforcer known as "RoboCop". Art imitates life; vice-versa or predictive programming? Revenge is the only
solution for injustice? Now, we need to know, more than ever, just exactly, from
whom or where is this is toxic, ongoing, "us and them" violent and revenge
advocating message emanating, what is their agenda, and why ever would any
compassionate, sentient human being agree to this end game of self-destructive
madness?
And now, the lies? Who can know what is true anymore with so many reality-altering
digital technological interventions readily available to any highest bidder. In taking a
skeptical stance in relation to the Dallas events, Jay Dyer raises concerns about a
puzzling reality, revealing that over 50 Dallas police officers resigned in July and
more than 40 others quit during the month of May. Why these mass resignations?
Could it be that these honest officers were replaced by trusted National Security
State operatives? Naturally, I don't know since I was not there... and so we are left
with nothing more than active, and even over-active, speculations. Could it be that
Johnson was, in fact, a well trained military crisis-actor assigned to play a role
(patsy), to agitate and theatrically provoke police...and stoke populace fears in a
staged media spectacle, for the corporate-owned and state-controlled mainstream
media; in service of a larger agenda to divide and conquer? (Jay Dyer and Daily
Shooter: 21stcenturywire.com). In exploring the question of whether such high profile
events were staged or real or some combination of both, it can be helpful to "follow
the money", ask "who benefits" and also pay close attention to what social and
political changes, as well as laws and new policies, are proposed or enacted as a
result of these high-profile events.
At this point, it is clear that an ongoing militarization of law enforcement personnel is
continuing to escalate. Just a few days after the 7/7 Dallas drama, another high
profile confrontation took place between police and peaceful Black Lives Matter
protesters in Baton Rouge. Fortunately there were no casualties and a photo
snapped by Jonathan Bachman (Reuters), clearly shows both the dignity and plight
of a peaceful protester. Ieshia Evans, an elegant, solitary Black woman is standing
tall, calm and perfectly balanced in the face of a line of police, accompanied by
armored vehicles, in quite pricey, full-out storm-trooper, military gear, (who benefits?)

face-shields, assault weapons, gas-masks, shin-guards; all apparently deemed
necessary in order to deal with an un-armed woman, standing quietly in a flowing
dress. A pair of these well armored and apparently fearful, officers warily approached
and then arrested her for the crime of just "being there while Black". She was later
released without charges and the image went viral. Critics of the Black Lives Matter
movement, including "Blue Lives Matter", claim that this incident was staged along
with spurious claims of a new race war. (RT: July 11, 2016)
American novelist Sinclair Lewis was wrong. It can happen here and has been
happening here with no end in sight, as we weather this long, hot, black and blue,
summer of rage, and it is not even August. (See. ASJ: "Black August" At Paradigm's
Edge, 2014). As legendary journalist, Bill Moyers observed, "The hills are alive with
the sounds of menace." From my perspective, these unfortunate dramas represent
recent iterations of a long and troubled historical fractal enabled by

increasing

legions of our un-informed who have blindly accepted the dubious myth of our
unquestionable, American goodness and ongoing innocence. Despite our selfidealizing historical narrative of exceptionalism and equal opportunity, our country
was birthed through injustice and exploitation, racism and genocide. An honest look
at our long record of policing, reveals deep roots as least as far back as the blatant
cruelty of 19th century slave patrols when law enforcement personnel, often assisted
by vigilantes, were authorized to stop, question, harass, punish, torture and even kill
any Black person, anytime and anywhere, including plantation headquarters, leaving
grief and terror in their wake. These racist, state and local mandated patrols held a
clear mandate to deal harshly with rebellious or runaway slaves. Similar barbaric
tactics were unleashed against "renegade" Native Americans who dared to escape
from their prison camp reservation sites.
While there has been some real social and legal progress, over time, we still find
ourselves within an extraordinarily violent society, wherein police can shoot, kill,
Taser, batter and torture with impunity; especially, but not only, any suspect of color,
as well as the disabled, mentally ill , emotionally distressed and other vulnerable
groups. Out on our roads, a broken tail light or failure to signal could result in "death
by cop" and more than a few drivers arrested have died while in "protective custody"
( nearly 7,000 in Texas alone ). As Daniel Denvir advises, we are beyond any hope
of "fixing" our police..since they are nothing other than a mirror reflecting back to us

the true nature of our so-called democracy which is looking more and more like a
vengeful, warrior society, controlled by cynical, venom spewing, political gargoyles.
If we are serious about having "officers of the peace" rather than a domestic military
at war with it's own citizenry, we're going to have to get honest about who and what
American law enforcement actually serves. (Salon: July 13, 2016)

